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Marine salmon aquaculture is moving on land. What implications will this have on sustainability and economic growth?
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The link between moving salmon to land and SDG2 of ending hunger is found
in how making more salmon farms means there will be more salmon for

consumption –  more mouths can be fed and food resources can keep up with
population growth. 

 
SDG9 industry, innovation and infrastructure is represented through the

salmon industry innovating its processes to recreate the biological needs for
salmon growth on land. 

 
Linking salmon to SDG6: clean water and sanitation is how moving salmon

farms to land will help reduce the ocean pollution that open net pens produce
(like copper pollution), helping keep the oceans clean. 

 

Lower carbon footprint - closer to market removes airfreigh: 74% of CO2
emission. Hydro-powered LBCC-RAS more efficient than airfreigh from ONP 

 
Biosecure, closed system prevents leakage of feces, antibiotics and copper

into environment
 

Site-independent - economic empowerment as land locked countries enter
market

 
Greater animal welfare - removes salmon lice and increase water quality. 

Carbon emission: less efficient than transporting fish frozen on ship
from ONP, however transport by ship reduce freshness

 - 
Consume energy - LBCC-RAS need electricity

to maintain water at 8-14 ℃. 
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